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Softline Wholesale Channel Must Evolve or Die
(Seven Upgrades, One Downgrade)
Downgrade UAA, KORS, PVH, RL, VFC, DECK, FOSL from BUY to
HOLD; Upgrade COH from HOLD to BUY
We believe that many years from now, when economic and market historians study
the digital revolution in retrospect, one of the most profound structural changes
for which this era will be remembered is the destruction of middlemen throughout
the economy. And the Softline Retail industry we cover is replete with middlemen
all through the vertical chain – manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, licensees,
licensors, retailers, etc. – each one exacting plump markups for their role in the
multilayered process of designing, producing, and distributing discretionary soft
goods to consumers. But these once-important layers are becoming obsolete in
today’s digital landscape where: a) consumers have instant visibility into price,
selection, and value across retailers and brands; b) celebrities, fashion bloggers,
and YouTubers (not department store buyers) define style and synthesize trends;
c) brand building is achieved more through social than traditional media; and d) the
new standard of convenience is same-day delivery, not a shopping center with a
bunch of stores in one place that requires a several-hour time commitment. Our
biggest concern is the viability of the underlying value proposition of selling soft goods
to consumers with multiple layers of ~2x markups imbedded in the price. This is
especially unsustainable given consumers’ digitally enabled visibility into prices and
quality levels of comparable goods across an infinite marketplace of sellers. And
while we have long felt angst regarding department stores' diminishing role in the food
chain of retailing, we have also become concerned about the stability and trajectory
of the wholesale brands' P&Ls during what could be a volatile multi-year channel shift
towards more direct-to-market business models.

Over the long-run, we wholeheartedly believe that innovation-driven brand stocks
will win, and win big, in a digital landscape where content-producing companies with
strong brands can connect more directly with consumers and rely less on superfluous
third-party middleman. However, with many players in the wholesale-to-retail
Softlines paradigm still drawing massive amounts of profitability from this antiquated
vertical chain, and 2017 shaping up to be another fundamentally challenging
year (declining traffic, weak sell-through, shrinking inventories, falling reorders,
weather unpredictability, etc.), we recommend reducing exposure to company’s with
significant profit exposure to traditional wholesale channels. Accordingly, we are
downgrading the following stocks from BUY to HOLD: UAA, KORS, PVH, RL, VFC,
DECK, and FOSL. In part for the same reason (and other reasons as well), we are
upgrading COH from HOLD to BUY.

Ron Johnson was right all along??...Concession/marketplace model
inevitable, AMZN will be catalyst for dominos to start falling. We believe that over
time, traditional third-party multi-brand retailers will morph into more of a concession/
marketplace model (common today in Asian dept stores and also on TMall’s brand
marketplace websites). Such a transformation would mean that retailers no longer
need to bear the risk of selecting, buying, and holding inventory, while also allowing
them to massively cut payroll costs related to their merchants, buyers, and store
associates, all of which would be unnecessary in a concession model. And in return,
these evolved concession department stores and other multi-brand softline retailers
would collect a steady, pure-margin % licensing/concession fee from the brands
shop-in-shops. While we suspect many of the traditional players in the industry are
resistant to such an idea today, we think it may be the best and most efficient way
to collapse the excessively layered vertical industry profit chain, which in turn would
allow the entire complex significant breathing room to improve the value of Softline
goods to consumers. We would even go so far as to predict that the key catalyst
to accelerate an industry-wide transformation from wholesale to concession will be
when the first high-profile brand company partners with Amazon in the form of a
Prime-eligible concession/marketplace website within Amazon’s larger platform, with
all orders fulfilled directly by the branded vendor and the branded vendor paying a %
of sales concession fee in return. Just such a development could be first real warning
shot across the bow of the antiquated middlemen-ridden Softlines industry.

Please see the analyst certification and important disclosures on page 22 of this report. Evercore ISI and affiliates do and seek to do business
with companies covered in its research reports. Investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the
objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.



Company Changes Estimates
 Rating Target Price Current Year Next Year
Symbol Company Price  Curr Prev  Curr Prev  Curr Prev  Curr Prev
COH Coach Inc. $37.35  ▲ B H  ▲ $50.00 $45.00
DECK Deckers Outdoor Corp. $57.60  ▼ H B  ▼ $60.00 $65.00
FOSL Fossil Inc. $25.57  ▼ H B  ▼ $30.00 $35.00
KORS Michael Kors Holdings Limited $42.81  ▼ H B  ▼ $45.00 $65.00
PVH PVH Corp. $93.81  ▼ H B  ▼ $100.00 $125.00
RL Ralph Lauren Corp. $88.43  ▼ H B  ▼ $95.00 $120.00
UA Under Armour Inc. $21.49  ▼ H B  ▼ $20.00 $40.00
VFC VF Corp. $51.48  ▼ H B  ▼ $50.00 $62.00

Source: Company data, Evercore ISI Research

U.S. wholesale weakness a recurring theme. One of the recurring data points we keep hearing from all different types of
companies we cover (luxury, athletic, accessories, basic, fashion, low-end, etc.) is that U.S. wholesale is the biggest, and most
glaring source of weakness. Companies that have conveyed this dynamic publicly over the last couple quarters includes: VFC,
NKE, UA, BOSS, BRBY, KATE, KORS, FOSL, DECK, EL, SKX and others. See inside for many detailed quotes from these players.

Multi-layered markups all along the vertical chain no longer a relevant value equation for consumers. We have deep doubts
about the ability of wholesale channel players to continue selling apparel, footwear, and accessories to consumers with multiple
layers of ~2x markups imbedded in the price, especially given consumers digital ability to see with a high degree of visibility prices
and quality levels of comparable goods across the internet. For example, a designer button-down dress shirt produced by an apparel
plant in Asia at a unit cost of ~$20 is marked up by the manufacturer and sold to the brand that designed and ordered the shirt for ~
$30, which is then marked up to $60+ and sold by the brand to the retailer, who then marks the shirt up to $120 to sell to customers
in its stores (or at least attempts to sell it at a full price of $120). A $120 retail price point for a shirt that cost ~$20 to manufacture
is simply no longer a relevant value equation, especially in a world where a more vertically integrated, low-markup retailer such as
Primark is selling products with ~$20 of ‘make’ for only $40-50 at retail. And we think this challenging dynamic is worse at higher
price points when the various layers of markups can sometimes be as high as 3 or 4x! For example, a Brunello Cucinelli suit with
an MSRP of $5,000 was likely manufactured for a unit cost of only ~$750, providing ample room to cover both Cucinelli’s and the
luxury department store’s robust markups. These dynamics are attracting growing competition from more direct providers of both
the digital and physical variety, which in turn will lead to the elimination of superfluous middlemen from the Softlines industry.

Paradoxically, the historically volatile American specialty retailers actually have a better business model for the shifting
landscape. The traditional specialty retailers with little or no wholesale to speak of inherently have fewer middlemen along their
vertical chains. This leaner, more direct model has a much better chance to thrive in the totally digital world that lies ahead, and is
an important factor behind today's upgrade of COH as well as our still bullish view on LULU, TIF, and URBN.

RATINGS CHANGES

COH: Newness and Innovation Taking Hold in Outlets

We are upgrading COH shares to BUY from HOLD given the growing signs that the company is being able to translate its successful
full-price store formula (more fashion, frequent newness, better style, high quality, more color, better hardware, younger imagery,
etc.) to its lagging outlet business. Outlets are still a large and critical business for Coach, and the growing momentum in the channel
gives us confidence that COH can sustain its positive comp even if the category remains flat or slow growth. As COH has undergone
its ambitious brand turnaround over the past few years, we have been impressed with the commitment to innovation and quality on
the full-price side of the business, where promotions have also remained very disciplined. The results have been clear: significantly
better quality product, a strong response from customers at higher ASPs (>$400 handbags now 50% of penetration vs. 20% pre-
turnaround), a positive reception by the fashion press and with high end retailers, a huge reduction in in the brand-dilutive flash
sale business (which had quietly grown to nearly $300m), and a 25% rationalization of wholesale doors (where promotionality had
become most rampant), all while maintaining very healthy gross margins (still best-in-class at nearly 70%).

A key concern of ours has been that this brand elevation was largely predicated on skewing higher in both quality and price, a
formula which might not work as well for much-more-value-conscious Outlet customer. In our view, the decision to focus on runway
shows and fashion press certainly helped the brand break into new high-end wholesale accounts (e.g., Saks, Colette, Opening
Ceremony, Nordstrom, etc.), and also laid the foundation for the success of the luxury 1941 collection (which now represents a third
of the full-price business). However, we had not been convinced that these successes would necessarily translate commercially for
the core Outlet business. Therefore, it was good to see Coach describe the roll out its first ever outlet-only collaboration in the quarter
(the Pac-man collaboration) as ‘very successful’. Even more importantly, management announced several other collaborations
and made-for collections that will soon be following up on this momentum, including a new drawstring Petal bag coming in March
(inspired-by-but-completely-different-from the full-price Prairie florals collection in 2015), two limited edition collections in Spring,
and a Disney-for-outlet collection coming in the June quarter (translating strongest-ever collaboration in retail to the outlet channel).
These ideas all came from a systematic and outlet-focused design process (carried out in an outlet ‘war room’) that seems to be
feeding a steady flow of newness and innovation into the channel. We note that while some of the product is inspired by existing
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full-price collections, an increasing amount is completely unique to outlet. And judging by the success of both the Pac-man and
Peanuts collaboration, the outlet customer also seems willing to pay more for the additional design and innovation, an especially
intriguing development.

We were also impressed by the performance of the Stuart Weitzman brand in the quarter. While only accounting for HSD% of
total company sales today, we think the strong performance since COH acquired the brand (+DD% top-line and expanding gross
margins) could embolden the company to make more accretive strategic acquisitions in the future. COH now has a $1.2bn net cash
position on the balance sheet, which translates to as much as ~$5bn of deal capacity at a leverage ratio of 3x EBITDA. Management
noted strategic acquisitions remain a high priority (#2 after investing in its own brands) and that the company would prioritize the
handbag/accessories, footwear, and outerwear categories, also noting that it was less interested in acquiring brands in turnaround
mode (which we read as making a play for KATE less likely). We also love that COH has just a ~MSD exposure to the NA wholesale
channel, and continues to pare this exposure lower back (on track to take out 250 doors by the end of March).

To reflect the latest Fx changes, we are lowering our FY17 EPS estimate to $2.14 from $2.20, our FY18 EPS estimate to $2.30
from $2.40, and our FY19 EPS estimate to $2.55 from $2.65. However, we are raising our price target from $45 to $50, reflecting
22x our FY18 EPS estimate.

UA: Maturing U.S. Wholesale Footprint and Sluggish DTC Limit Growth Algorithm and P/E Multiple

We are downgrading Under Armour to HOLD from BUY as part of our broader downgrade of six other U.S. wholesale brand stocks.
While UA has one of the strongest, most authentic, and innovation-driven brands within the healthy athletic sector, the structural,
industry-wide pressures plaguing the entire U.S. softline retail complex (digital disintermediation, falling traffic, inventory reductions,
etc.) are too much for the shares to overcome in the near- and medium-term, especially with valuation still at 54x our new 2017 EPS
estimate of $0.40 following yesterday’s share price correction. Although we think UA will ultimately stabilize and return to profitable
growth, the current fundamental and sentiment dynamics remind us of Lulu in late 2013 to 2014 when the market was then also
concerned about a adjusting to a new, much lower growth algorithm, and the shares fell 44% and didn’t start to work again until
comps started picking up again a year later. During that ‘penalty box’ period, Lulu shares traded at an approximate 30% multiple
discount to history on lowered EPS estimates. Assuming UA shares settle into a similar pattern, our new price target of $20 applies
a 34x P/E multiple (well below UA’s 5-year average P/E of 52x) to our lowered 2018 EPS estimate of $0.60.

Despite sustained momentum in its key growth segments (footwear and international) the sudden collapse of its North American
apparel market proved to be too much for a high-flying growth stock to overcome– weighing on both overall sales growth and
margins. As a result, UA’s string of 20%+ revenue growth came to a screeching halt in 4Q with 2017 shaping up to be a significant
transition year with growth target of 11-12%, well below historical norms (even with the benefit of layering in a new major Kohl’s
wholesale account). Moreover, a lack of visibility into how the company might moderate its strategic investments in the face of
contracting profits in its most profitable segment (North American apparel) means earnings are poised contract meaningfully in
2017, likely back to 2013 level, despite sales having more than doubled since then. The market’s willingness to accept significant
margin investment is understandably more limited when revenues are decelerating, and we think the company would be better
served by narrowing its strategic focus to its top 3-4 priorities.

Unfortunately, we think there is too much uncertainty around the depth of the U.S. wholesale correction and in our experience,
these types of adjustments rarely take just 1-2 quarters to play out. While we are confident that UA will be able to leverage its many
strengths to get the company back on its hyper-growth trajectory, the transition could be rocky and protracted and we believe a
sideline view at present is more prudent. We are lowering 2017 EPS to $0.40 from $0.65 and our 2018 EPS to $0.60 from $0.80.
We are estimating revenue growth rebounds modestly to 15% in 2018 and UA recaptures some of its lost operating margin to 7%,
still well below the 11% levels it consistently delivered prior to the start of its accelerated investment stage starting in 2015.

Maybe more than a channel issue for UA. To be fair, UA’s DTC business has been relatively muted over the last six quarter as
well – with total comps including ecommerce growing low single digits at best, by our estimation, and likely were around flat-to-
slightly down in 4Q. Given the investments in its digital assets and accelerating unit growth and international expansion, the DTC
performance should be stronger and suggests something else is amiss in its core apparel category – beyond just a channel issue
– that might take longer to correct. Recent organizational changes and an objective to layer in more lifestyle and fashion quotient
on top of its performance heritage should help adjust the assortment to current consumer preferences. That said, these broad
adjustments in product design generally take a few seasons to resonate at minimum, and given the combination of long lead times
and a strongly ingrained consumer perception of the brand as pure technical it will also likely require some marketing to educate
consumers on the new more stylish offerings.

DECK: Healthy Evolution Underway in Core Ugg Brand May be Masked by Channel Shifts

We are downgrading DECK to HOLD from BUY. While there are several company-specific drivers that we like about the DECK story,
the heavy reliance of the Ugg brand on the US wholesale channel puts us on the sidelines for now, especially with the company’s own
retail comps still not recovered from negative territory heading into a period of tougher compares. Over the last couple years, DECK
has seen its core US wholesale customers plan their order books much more conservatively, lightening up on Spring pre-orders
and leaving much more of the planned purchases into the Fall and winter for an at-once nature. This has resulted in even more
pronounced seasonality, and a more exposed business in warm winter years when sell-through disappoints. To DECK’s credit the
company has done a good job of shedding its weakest distribution partners, but the brand remains heavily dependent on department
stores and smaller third party retailers. The lack of direct control of the consumer touchpoints has also recently caused some
promotion-control issues. Last November, well-publicized deep discounts at RueLaLa and Costco over the Black Friday weekend
undermined the company’s pricing architecture despite representing just 1% of sales (prompting the company to take legal action).
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Just over a month later, a similar issue occurred again, this time with the Walking Company. The good news is that UGG seems to
be cracking down aggressively on these ‘rogue’ distributors. But these highlight to us the risks of not controlling the end distribution,
especially for the Ugg brand that grew up largely through fragmented wholesale distribution. We remain encouraged with several
elements of the DECK story. Newness and innovation have clearly been a major focus (Street and Classic 2.0 had a strong debut
this past fall following up on last year’s successful Luxe and Slim lines). DTC continues to grow (now 35% of sales and helping
ease the reliance on wholesale). Distribution is significantly healthier (200+ low quality accounts exited with more sophisticated
segmentation within wholesale). And the customer analytic capabilities have been greatly improved, including the launch of a new
loyalty program last month. To reflect Fx changes and the elevated risk of U.S. wholesale exposure, we are lowering our 2017 EPS
estimate to $4.60 from $4.75 and our 2018 EPS estimate to $5.05 from $5.25. We are also lowering our target price from $65 to
$60, which reflects 13x FY17 EPS.

FOSL: Hybrid Watches Still Key, but Wholesale Drags Outweigh for Now

We are downgrading FOSL shares to HOLD from BUY. Our longer term thesis on the strong and unique value proposition of the
Hybrid watch (ability to offer fashion and key wearable utilities in a battery-powered device that doesn’t need to be recharged)
remains intact. But FOSL’s huge exposure to the NA wholesale channel (roughly a third of sales) presents a major risk to sales
near-term. Despite the steady double digit growth in the number of own retail stores over the last few years (mostly outlets), the
biggest distribution for channel for FOSL’s core multi-brand watch portfolio remains U.S. department stores, where traffic continues
to decline, promotions remain high, and the watch buying experience has become dated and not as compelling. We remain very
bullish on the long-term viability of the Hybrid watch, which we think is very under-appreciated by the market. However, we were
a little disappointed by the dearth of marketing support for the Hybrid watches over holiday, as well as the underwhelming in-store
experience. To be fair, it is hard to fully appreciate the value of either the health & fitness functionality or the notification functionality
without wearing the watch for an extended period of time (cannot be easily appreciated in the store). Therefore, word-of-mouth and
greater consumer education will be key to these products’ eventual success, but neither of these are quick or easy to implement,
with next holiday likely the earliest point at which Hybrids become material to the growth story again. In the meantime, FOSL’s high
degree of exposure to the structurally challenged NA wholesale channel could lead to sales down-side, which would be magnified
on the earnings line as it flows through FOSL’s high fixed cost P&L. To reflect Fx changes and the elevated risk of FOSL’s U.S.
wholesale exposure, we are lowering our 2017 EPS estimate to $2.10 from $2.40 and our 2018 EPS estimate to $2.25 from $3.00.
We are also lowering our target price from $35 to $30, which reflects 14x our 2017 EPS estimate.

KORS: Returning to Fashion Innovation Roots, but Wholesale Drag Will Persist

We are downgrading KORS shares to HOLD from BUY. Although we remain eager to see what the Michael Kors brand can do as
it continues to return to its fashion innovation roots, the company’s 40% exposure to the North American department store channel
puts us on the sidelines for now. We applaud the measures KORS has taken over the last year to combat the secular challenges
associated with the US department store channel. In 2016, KORS proactively limited sell-in to its wholesale partners in an effort
to clean inventories and reduce promotions. And in February, the company will roll-out its promotion harmonization initiative (at
which time all retailers will only be allowed to discount KORS product during certain official company-wide promotional periods).
These should help mitigate some of the secular headwinds facing KORS’ biggest distribution channel, but we fear the company
may continue to find itself in chase mode for this piece of the business as sell-in continues to weaken (as department stores buy
even more conservatively), consumers and retailers resist KORS’ more disciplined promotional strategies, and traffic to third party
brick-and-mortar retailers continues to decline. On the plus side, we have been pleased to finally see more innovation and newness
in the handbag lines (the fall lines ‘exceeded expectations’ led by the Mercer and Brooklyn collections), with five new major lines
expected to launch in the Spring. KORS is also riding strong momentum in some of its non-handbag categories, including good sell-
through (wide reports of selling out of initial allocations) for the display smartwatches launched in the fall, and solid performance of
footwear and Men’s in the fall. To reflect Fx changes and the elevated risk of U.S. wholesale exposure, we are lowering our FY18
EPS estimate to $4.50 from $4.85 and our FY19 EPS estimate to $4.65 from $5.25. We are also lowering our target price to $45,
which reflects 10x our FY18 EPS estimate.

PVH: Strong Momentum, but Doubling Down on U.S. Wholesale amidst Retail Struggles May Create Challenges Ahead

We are downgrading PVH shares to from HOLD from BUY. Although PVH is one of the only branded apparel companies enjoying
positive momentum at the moment (closest peers RL, BOSS, and VFC all continue to have some challenges, while both CK and
Tommy Hilfiger have performed well of late), we believe the company’s high wholesale and factory outlet exposure will pressure
overall sales growth, especially as the company cycles the shelf space gains from a year ago. We acknowledged that by many
accounts, PVH has managed fairly well through a fairly challenging retail environment over the last two years that has seen most
of its peers stumble badly over the last two years. PVH has begun to deliver on the promise of a globally controlled Calvin Klein
brand, leveraging a sharp marketing campaign and expanded distribution (including Amazon for its underwear and basics to great
success), Tommy resumed its European outperformance after a modest slowdown, and heritage appears to have stabilized. And in
a reversal to the experience of most vendors in our universe, PVH’s US wholesale business has actually been a bright spot over the
last year, offsetting shortfalls in its U.S. retail operations. Moreover, PVH has already pre-announced its 4Q results at the high-end of
its original guidance, despite a fairly disappointing department store and general apparel retail environment, so near-term earnings
risk is limited. That said we see some of the potential wholesale challenges inevitably coming down the pike for PVH that is likely to
limit both margins and sales expansion in the next couple of years. It appears opportunities for further allocation gains will be much
more limited after fairly robust expansion over the last year (CK poised to contract in 4Q), exposing PVH’s wholesale business to
the broader dislocation happening across the sector. With wholesale comprising roughly 60% of total company revenues – along
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with the company’s North American retail segment still not back on track, limited traction in direct ecommerce so far, and volatility
of currency and tourism flows – we believe PVH’s current successes will at some point be overshadowed by these overhangs.
In addition, although Macy’s comprises less than 10% of total revenues and department stores less than 20% in aggregate, the
challenging department store channel will continue to weigh on investor sentiment for the group. In light of these elevated risks,
we believe it is prudent to stay on the sidelines for now. To reflect Fx changes and the elevated risk of U.S. wholesale exposure,
we are reducing our 2017 EPS estimate to $7.25 from $7.40 and our 2018 EPS to $7.80 from $8.20. Our new $100 price target
represents 14x 2017 EPS.

VFC: US Wholesale Dislocation Undercuts Strong Multi-Brand Portfolio

We are downgrading VFC shares to HOLD from BUY. While we have always lauded VFC as the strongest multi-brand operator
in our universe – leveraging its unique consumer insights platform and stable of strong well-entrenched brands to deliver steady
above-average growth – its normally predictable algorithm has been upended over the last year largely due to challenges in the U.S.
wholesale channel. We continue to have confidence that VFC’s core franchises – The North Face, Vans, and Timberland – remain
highly relevant brands with strong emotional attachment and that enable VFC to return to its long-term growth targets of double digit
growth on the back of international and DTC expansion opportunities. But first VFC needs to deal with a fairly intractable problem in
its traditional wholesale relationships (still more than 70% of its revenues), which has no quick or easy solutions. It appears 2017 is
set to be another transition year for VFC as both its wholesale customers and VFC look to get the right balance of inventory in the
channel, following earnings that are already poised to be flat for the last two years. Moreover, we are unsure if the wholesale issue
can be largely resolved in 2017 or whether this issue will persist over a much longer time frame. We look forward to the upcoming
analyst day this spring provides as an opportunity for VFC management to provide its prescription to this wholesale issue – and
potential M&A might help accelerate the shift towards DTC. But present, the challenges seem too severe to maintain a BUY on the
stock and we are moving to a HOLD rating as a result. To reflect Fx changes and the elevated risk of U.S. wholesale exposure, we
are lowering our 2016 EPS estimate to $3.10 from $3.13, our 2017 EPS estimate to $3.20 from $3.30, and our 2018 EPS estimate
to $3.50 from $3.55. We are also lowering our target price to $50, applying 15x PE to our new 2017 estimate

RL: Head Start Addressing Wholesale, but Probably Not Far Enough

We are downgrading RL shares to HOLD from BUY. RL management is taking a series of bold steps to address its wholesale
problem with its “Way Forward” plan, proactively cleaning up the department store channel, selling in 25% less goods and focusing
only on the best doors. RL is also working on a test-and-react model that might allow for better product freshness and frequent
newness starting this fall. In this regard, RL is likely ahead of its peers and moving closer to a prescriptive solution to strengthen its
wholesale operations. Unfortunately, we fear that the company is not going far enough in altering the relationship with its wholesale
partners and will find itself dealing with similar issues in a year from now. Moreover, the challenges across retail and with RL’s key
retail partners are worsening, likely pushing out the revenue and earnings recovery further into FY18 with FY19 more likely to be
the inflection year. Even though we think management is taking the right steps for the long-term health of the brand, the market is
moving faster than the company can adjust at this point and the goal line is shifting further away. As a result, our more protracted
view on the timing of turnaround coupled with potential further wholesale adjustments suggests a cautious view would be more
prudent and we are downgrading RL shares from BUY to HOLD despite the many positive developments at the company.

More disciplined execution around inventory, stores, and the wholesale footprint are driving gross margin upside currently, increasing
our confidence that management is on the right path to revitalize the brand more holistically. Management is taking the hard steps
breaking the destructive promotional mark-down spiral that the company and its wholesale partners so often found themselves the
last few years. That said, despite the potential for these actions to greatly improve the brand perception and full price selling, the
intrinsic problem of the wholesale relationship will still persist. In our view, RL is actually one of the best-positioned brands to take
the bold first step to drastically change the traditional middleman-ridden softlines wholesale industry. With shop-in-shops already
largely built in many of the Macy’s locations, RL and Macy’s could easily transition to a concession model and create a healthier
and more sustainable value proposition to consumers as well as brands and department stores (discussed above in the industry
portion of this report). We are not sure that either is quite ready to take that leap just yet, however. If the company can continue to
demonstrate tangible progress toward its long-term vision over the next 1-2 years, given the heritage and strength of the brand (with
EPS power of $10+ in our view), the shares could move significantly higher over time. We look forward to watching the progress
in the interim. To reflect the recent Fx changes and the elevated risk associated with U.S. wholesale exposure, we are lowering
our FY18 estimate to $5.60 from $5.90 and our FY19 EPS estimate to $6.70 from $7.25. We are also lowering our target price to
$95, reflecting 16.5x our new FY18 estimate.
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More Cautious View on Those Traditional Wholesalers 

Struggling to Grow Own Retail Profitably 

Ratings Downgrade Ratings Upgrade No Ratings Change 
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Negative Commentary on U.S. Wholesale across the Board 

VFC: “In wholesale, conservative retailer open-to-buys, buy-now, wear-now calendar shifts and leaner inventory positions remain among the top priorities 

for many retailers. As you'd imagine, this conservatism has put even greater pressure on vendors who are being asked to take on larger inventory risk to 

meet demand closer to consumer need.” 

  

KORS: “Our Wholesale segment revenues declined 18%. In the Americas, we saw a decline of 22%. We are strategically reducing our sell-in to 

department stores in order to protect our brand and margins in this channel through disciplined inventory control and reduced promotional activity, which 

has impacted our sales in this segment. We expect this trend will continue through the remainder of this year, as we reduce both inventory flow and 

promotions.” 

  

BOSS: “n the U.S., declines were driven by the wholesale channel. In this channel, year-to-date sales are down 24% year-over-

year. Around half of the decline is due to our conscious decision to exit distribution formats”  

  

RL: “Our revenue in the quarter declined in line with our plan, down 8% vs. prior year, with continued and expected larger decline in wholesale than 

retail…. Wholesale revenues decreased 10% to $831mm on both a reported and constant currency basis in Q2 The decrease was primarily driven by a 

decline in North America, as shipments were strategically reduced as a part of the Way Forward Plan 

  

KATE: “While the wholesale environment remains promotional, we are continuing our industry-leading efforts to maintain a reduced promotional posture 

to protect our long-term brand health.” 

  

EL: “we saw continued declines in the brick and mortar business of mid-tier department stores” 

  

FOSL:  “Consistent with prior quarters, our wholesale channels continued to be the weaker channel with declines in the Americas and Europe offsetting 

growth in Asia.” 

  

DECK: “the overall total UGG brand inventory in the wholesale channel is lower y-o-y… expecting wholesale business to be flat to down LSD.” 

 

BRBY: “The U.S. market was a very promotional environment with the majority of businesses going on sale earlier than in previous years.” 

  

UA:  “While it’s certainly not new news throughout 2016; bankruptcies, channel dislocation and destocking combined to disrupt the overall North American 

retail landscape….Sales to our wholesale customers were up 5% to $742mm, a result moderated by the challenges in our North American business that 

we've spoken to today.” 

   

SKX: “We continue to believe the retail environment in the United States remains challenging, which has resulted in several retailers either closing doors 

or ceasing operations and widespread promotions on a normally full-priced brand.” 

 
Source: Evercore ISI 
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Evolving Towards Fewer Middlemen 

Source: Evercore ISI 

Traditional Wholesale-to

-Retail Model (RL, PVH etc)

CONSUMER

Price: $60

RETAILER

Cost: $30

BRAND

Cost: $15

MANUFACTURER

Cost: $10

x1.5

x2

x2

Asian

Concession Model

CONSUMER

Price: $60

BRAND

Cost: $15

MANUFACTURER

Cost: $10

x1.5

x4
Minus %

concession 
fee to 

retailer

Totally Vertical

Direct to Consumer (LV, RMS)

CONSUMER

Price: $40

MANUFACTURER / BRAND

Cost: $10

x4
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Varying Markups by Category 

Source: Evercore ISI 

Consumer

Electronics

CONSUMER

Price: $19

RETAILER

Cost: $15

MANUFACTURER

Cost: $10

x1.5

x1.25

Off Price

CONSUMER

Price: $25

TJ MAXX

Cost: $18

BRAND

Cost: $13

MANUFACTURER

Cost: $10

x1.3

x1.4

x1.4

Primark

CONSUMER

Price: $18

Primark

Cost: $13

MANUFACTURER

Cost: $10

x1.3

x1.4

High End Luxury

CONSUMER

Price: $60

RETAILER

Cost: $30

MANUFACTURER / BRAND

Cost: $10

x3

x2
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Learning from the Asian Concession Model 

Women's Men's Juniors Guys

Children's Baby Home Bed & Bath

Toys Shoes Handbags Accessories

Jewelry Watches Beauty Sports

Swim Lingerie Designer Suiting

U.S.

EBIT Margin

Dept. Store 5-10%

Vendor 8-12%

Asian dept. store margins based on average of Parkson, Golden Eagle, and Intime.  US dept. store margins based on average M, KSS, JWN, DDS.  Vendor margins EVR ISI est.  

Source: Evercore ISI 

The U.S. model of organizing by category 

commoditizes its own merchandise… 

Asia

EBIT Margin

Dept. Store 25-30%

Vendor 20-35%

…Asian shop-in-shop model allows for 

differentiation and price umbrella 
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The Concession Model Eliminates Redundancy 

Source: Evercore ISI 

Brands’ own merchants don’t 

always see eye to eye with 

dept. store merchants… 

 

the shop-in-shop model can 

eliminate some redundancy 

and improve the brand’s retail 

presentation 

Brand 

Consumer 

Dept. Stores’ Buyers 

& Merchants 

Brands’ Buyers & 

Merchants 
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Random Middlemen Even on Amazon.com 

Source: Evercore ISI 

Shopping for Nike products on Amazon is an undifferentiated experience 
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T-Mall’s Marketplace Model Highly Effective 

Source: Evercore ISI 

Nike has control over most aspects of its T-mall site, from design, operations, fulfillment, logistics etc, 

enabling Nike to differentiate itself from the thousands of brands / retail sites in the marketplace. 
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COH Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 

FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY17E 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY18E FY19E

Revenues 5,075    4,806    4,192    4,492    1,038    1,322    1,022    1,120    4,502    1,072    1,390    1,086    1,198    4,746    5,011    

Growth 6.6 % (5.3)% (12.8)% 7.2 % 0.7 % 3.8 % (1.0)% (3.0)% 0.2 % 3.3 % 5.2 % 6.2 % 6.9 % 5.4 % 5.6 %

Growth (Coach brand) 6.6 % (5.3)% (12.8)% (1.0)% 0.7 % 1.9 % (2.4)% 3.8 % (0.8)% 2.7 % 4.7 % 5.8 % 6.6 % 5.0 % 5.2 %

Growth (Coach brand const FX) 8.0 % (3.0)% (11.1)% 0.2 % (1.0)% 2.0 % (1.6)% 5.6 % 1.3 % 5.1 % 5.4 % 5.7 % 6.6 % 5.5 % 5.2 %

Comp (NA, includes ecomm) 0.4 % (14.5)% (22.0)% (3.3)% 2.0 % 3.0 % 3.0 % 3.0 % 2.8 % 4.0 % 4.0 % 4.0 % 4.0 % 4.0 % 3.0 %

COGS 1,372    1,427    1,273    1,439    323       416       298       345       1,381    329       430       312       363       1,433    1,511    

Gross profit 3,703    3,379    2,918    3,052    715       906       724       776       3,121    743       960       774       835       3,312    3,501    

Gross margin 73.0 % 70.3 % 69.6 % 68.0 % 68.9 % 68.6 % 70.8 % 69.2 % 69.3 % 69.3 % 69.1 % 71.3 % 69.7 % 69.8 % 69.9 %

SG&A 2,125    2,128    2,130    2,276    538       612       557       570       2,277    559       644       586       601       2,390    2,503    

SG&A growth 9.8 % 0.1 % 0.1 % 6.9 % 1.1 % 6.6 % (0.7)% (6.3)% 0.1 % 3.9 % 5.2 % 5.1 % 5.5 % 5.0 % 4.7 %

SG&A rate 41.9 % 44.3 % 50.8 % 50.7 % 51.9 % 46.3 % 54.5 % 50.8 % 50.6 % 52.2 % 46.3 % 54.0 % 50.2 % 50.4 % 49.9 %

Operating income 1,578    1,252    789       777       177       294       167       206       844       184       316       188       234       922       998       

Growth 3 % (21)% (37)% (2)% 7 % 3 % 10 % 18 % 9 % 4 % 7 % 13 % 13 % 9 % 8 %

Operating margin 31.1 % 26.0 % 18.8 % 17.3 % 17.0 % 22.3 % 16.3 % 18.4 % 18.7 % 17.2 % 22.7 % 17.4 % 19.5 % 19.4 % 19.9 %

Interest expense (income) 4          (2)         6          27        6          5          7          7          25        7          7          7          7          28        24        

Pretax income 1,574    1,254    782       750       171       289       160       199       819       177       309       181       227       894       974       

Income taxes 507 384 251 198 45 78 34 56 212 48 83 49 61 241 263

Tax rate 32.2 % 30.6 % 32.1 % 26.4 % 26.4 % 27.0 % 21.0 % 28.0 % 25.9 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 %

Net Income 1,067    870       531       552       126       211       126       143       607       129       226       132       166       653       711       

Growth 3 % (18)% (39)% 4 % 11 % 12 % 2 % 14 % 10 % 3 % 7 % 5 % 15 % 8 % 9 %

Net margin 21.0 % 18.1 % 12.7 % 12.3 % 12.1 % 16.0 % 12.4 % 12.8 % 13.5 % 12.1 % 16.2 % 12.2 % 13.8 % 13.8 % 14.2 %

Diluted EPS 3.73$    3.10$    1.92$    1.98$    0.45$    0.75$    0.45$    0.51$    2.15$    0.46$    0.79$    0.47$    0.58$    2.30$    2.55$    

Growth 6 % (17)% (38)% 3 % 10 % 11 % 0 % 13 % 9 % 2 % 6 % 5 % 15 % 7 % 11 %

Diluted share count 286       280       277       279       282 282 284 284 283       284 284 284 284 284       279       

Yoy (3)% (2)% (1)% 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 0 % —    % 0 % (2)%
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UA Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 
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DECK Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 

2013 2014 2015 2016 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2017E 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2018E 2019E

Revenues 1,432    1,588    1,817    1,875    174       486       792       390       1,842    183       501       818       406       1,908    1,985    

Growth 0.9 % 10.9% 14.5% 3.2 % -18.4% -0.2% -0.5% 2.9% (1.8)% 5.1% 3.2% 3.2% 4.2% 3.6 % 4.0 %

Growth (constant FX) 15.6% 5.4 % -18.8% 0.3% -0.6% 3.4% (2.1)% 5.1% 3.2% 3.2% 4.2% 3.6 % —    %

Cost of goods sold 789       830       939       1,023    98        270       389       215       972       102       275       396       221       994       1,025    

Gross profit 642       757       878       852       76        216       403       174       870       81        227       422       184       915       959       

Gross margin 44.9 % 47.7 % 48.3 % 45.4 % 43.7 % 44.5 % 50.9 % 44.7 % 47.2 % 44.3 % 45.2 % 51.6 % 45.4 % 47.9 % 48.3 %

SG&A 465       552       654       656       153       161       215       151       680       159       168       223       157       706       731       

SG&A growth 19 % 18.8 % 18.3 % 0.4 % 1.7 % (0.9)% 14.0 % (2.3)% 3.7 % 3.9 % 3.8 % 3.8 % 3.8 % 3.8 % 3.4 %

SG&A rate 32.5 % 34.8 % 36.0 % 35.0 % 87.6 % 33.2 % 27.1 % 38.8 % 36.9 % 86.6 % 33.4 % 27.3 % 38.6 % 37.0 % 36.8 %

Operating income 178       205       224       196       (77)       55        188       23        190       (78)       59        199       28        208       228       

Growth (78)% 15 % 10 % (13)% 20 % 7 % (7)% 305 % (3)% 1 % 8 % 6 % 19 % 10 % 10 %

Operating margin 12.4 % 12.9 % 12.4 % 10.4 % (43.9)% 11.3 % 23.8 % 6.0 % 10.3 % (42.3)% 11.8 % 24.3 % 6.8 % 10.9 % 11.5 %

Other expense (income) 3          3          3          5          1          2          1          1          4          1          1          1          1          4          4          

Pretax income 174       202       221       190       (77)       53        187       22        186       (79)       58        198       27        204       224       

Taxes 52        60        59        41        (20)       13        51        6          50        (21)       16        53        7          55        61        

Tax rate 30.0 % 29.8 % 26.8 % 21.4 % 25.3 % 25.1 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.2 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 % 27.0 %

Net income 122       142       162       150       (58)       40        137       16        135       (57)       42        145       19        149       164       

Growth 16 % 14 % (7)% 22 % 10 % (13)% 341 % (10)% (0)% 6 % 6 % 19 % 10 % 10 %

Net margin 8.5 % 8.9 % 8.9 % 8.0 % (33.0)% 8.2 % 17.3 % 4.2 % 7.4 % (31.3)% 8.5 % 17.7 % 4.8 % 7.8 % 8.3 %

Diluted EPS 3.37$    4.06$    4.63$    4.57$    (1.80)$   1.23$    4.22$    0.50$    4.15$    (1.77)$   1.31$    4.46$    0.60$    4.60$    5.05$    

Growth -30% 20% 14% -1% 26% 11% -12% 339% -9% -2% 6% 6% 19% 11% 10%

Diluted share count 36        35        35        33        32        32        32        32        32        32        32        32        32        32        32        

Growth -7% -4% 0% -5% -3% -1% -1% -1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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FOSL Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 

Income Statement 2012 2013 2014 2015 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2016E 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2017E 2018E

Revenues 2,858    3,260    3,510    3,229    660       685       738       993       3,076    670       689       735       1,001    3,096    3,188    

Growth 11.3 % 14.1 % 7.7 % (8.0)% (9.0)% (7.4)% (4.3)% 0.0 % (4.7)% 1.5 % 0.6 % (0.4)% 0.8 % 0.6 % 3.0 %

Growth (const FX) 13.5 % 14.1 % 8.2 % (1.3)% (6.7)% (6.5)% (3.8)% 2.3 % (3.2)% 2.9 % 3.2 % 1.7 % 0.7 % 2.0 % 3.0 %

Fx impact (2.2)% (0.0)% (0.5)% (5.9)% (2.3)% (0.9)% (0.5)% (2.3)% (1.5)% (1.2)% (2.4)% (1.9)% 0.1 % (1.4)% —    %

Cost of Goods Sold 1,251    1,398    1,509    1,476    312       330       353       474       1,468    314       329       349       474       1,465    1,503    

Gross Profit 1,607    1,862    2,001    1,753    348       356       385       519       1,608    356       361       387       527       1,631    1,686    

Gross margin 56.2 % 57.1 % 57.0 % 54.3 % 52.8 % 51.9 % 52.2 % 52.2 % 52.3 % 53.2 % 52.3 % 52.6 % 52.6 % 52.7 % 52.9 %

Total SG&A 1,118    1,300    1,435    1,462    334       340       349       417       1,441    333       340       350       429       1,452    1,495    

Growth 15.6% 16.3% 10.3% 1.9% -3.1% 0.4% 2.2% -4.4% -1.5% -0.3% 0.0% 0.2% 2.9% 0.8% 3.0%

SG&A rate 39.1% 39.9% 40.9% 45.3% 50.6% 49.6% 47.3% 42.0% 46.8% 49.7% 49.3% 47.6% 42.9% 46.9% 46.9%

Operating Income 488       562       567       291       14        15        36        102       167       23        20        37        97        178       190       

Growth 3 % 15 % 1 % (49)% (74)% (78)% (53)% 14 % -43% 63 % 32 % 3 % (4)% 7% 7%

Operating margin 17.1 % 17.2 % 16.1 % 9.0 % 2.2 % 2.3 % 4.8 % 10.2 % 5.4 % 3.5 % 3.0 % 5.0 % 9.7 % 5.8 % 6.0 %

Interest expense 5          9          16        20        6          6          7          7          26        7          7          7          7          28        28        

Other expense (income) (9)         (9)         (7)         (40)       (2)         (3)         (2)         1          (5)         (0)         (0)         (0)         (0)         (1)         (1)         

Pre-Tax Income 492       562       558       312       11        12        30        93        146       17        14        30        91        151       163       

Income Taxes 150       173       172       82        3          4          8          28        42        5          4          9          27        45        49        

Tax rate 30.5 % 30.9 % 30.7 % 26.2 % 30.8 % 30.2 % 24.8 % 30.0 % 29.0 % 30.0 % 30.0 % 30.0 % 30.0 % 30.0 % 30.0 %

Minority Interest 11        10        10        9          2          2          2          1          7          1          1          1          1          4          6          

Net Income 331       378       377       221       6          6          21        64        97        10        8          20        62        101       109       

Growth 12 % 14 % (0)% (41)% (85)% (89)% (64)% (9)% (56)% 80 % 41 % (3)% (3)% 5 % 7 %

Net margin 11.6 % 11.6 % 10.7 % 6.8 % 0.9 % 0.9 % 2.8 % 6.4 % 3.1 % 1.6 % 1.2 % 2.8 % 6.2 % 3.3 % 3.4 %

Diluted EPS 5.39$    6.55$    7.10$    4.51$    0.12$    0.12$    0.43$    1.32$    2.00$    0.22$    0.18$    0.42$    1.29$    2.10$    2.25$    

Growth 17 % 22 % 8 % (36)% (84)% (89)% (64)% (9)% (56)% 80 % 41 % (3)% (3)% 5 % 7 %

Diluted share count 61        58        53        49        48        48        48        48        48        48        48        48        48        48        48        

Growth (4)% (6)% (8)% (8)% (4)% (1)% 0 % 0 % (1)% —    % 0 % —    % —    % 0 % —    %
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KORS Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 

Income Statement FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY17E 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY18E FY19E

Net sales 2,095    3,171    4,200    4,539    957       1,049    1,304    1,100    4,411    1,001    1,082    1,364    1,153    4,600    4,692    

Growth 69.3 % 51.4 % 32.5 % 8.1 % 1.1 % (3.4)% (2.8)% (5.4)% (2.8)% 4.5 % 3.1 % 4.6 % 4.8 % 4.3 % 2.0 %

Comps (reported) 40.1 % 26.2 % 10.3 % (4.2)% (7.4)% (5.4)% (4.9)% (3.5)% (5.0)% (0.4)% 0.6 % 1.2 % 1.9 % 0.8 % 1.0 %

Comps (constant FX) 11.9 % (0.9)% (7.6)% (5.6)% (4.3)% (2.9)% (2.8)% 1.2 % 1.8 % 1.4 % 1.9 % 1.6 % 1.0 %

Royalty revenue 87        140       172       173       31        39        49        29        147       32        41        51        30        154       162       

Growth 33 % 61 % 22 % 1 % (21)% (10)% (13)% (19)% (15)% 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 %

Total Revenue 2,182    3,311    4,371    4,712    988       1,088    1,352    1,129    4,557    1,033    1,123    1,415    1,183    4,754    4,853    

Growth 67 % 52 % 32 % 8 % 0 % (4)% (3)% (6)% (3)% 5 % 3 % 5 % 5 % 4 % 2 %

COGS 875       1,295    1,724    2,088    397       444       523       448       1,811    415       457       548       469       1,889    1,917    

Gross profit on net sales 1,220    1,876    2,476    2,624    561       606       780       652       2,599    586       625       816       684       2,711    2,774    

% of net sales 58.2 % 59.2 % 59.0 % 57.8 % 58.6 % 57.7 % 59.9 % 59.3 % 58.9 % 58.6 % 57.7 % 59.9 % 59.3 % 58.9 % 59.1 %

Total gross profit 1,307    2,016    2,648    2,797    591       645       829       681       2,746    618       666       867       714       2,865    2,936    

% of total revenue 59.9 % 60.9 % 60.6 % 59.4 % 59.9 % 59.2 % 61.3 % 60.3 % 60.3 % 59.9 % 59.3 % 61.3 % 60.3 % 60.3 % 60.5 %

SG&A 677       1,008    1,391    1,622    393       441       467       498       1,800    421       466       503       532       1,922    1,963    

Growth 44 % 49 % 38 % 17 % 11 % 13 % 11 % 10 % 11 % 7 % 6 % 8 % 7 % 7 % 2 %

SG&A rate 31.0 % 30.4 % 31.8 % 34.4 % 39.8 % 40.5 % 34.5 % 44.1 % 39.5 % 40.8 % 41.5 % 35.5 % 44.9 % 40.4 % 40.4 %

Operating income 630       1,008    1,257    1,175    198       204       362       183       946       197       199       364       182       943       974       

Growth 127 % 60 % 25 % (7)% (20)% (25)% (12)% (25)% (19)% (1)% (2)% 1 % (0)% (0)% 3 %

Operating margin 28.9 % 30.5 % 28.8 % 24.9 % 20.1 % 18.7 % 26.8 % 16.2 % 20.8 % 19.1 % 17.7 % 25.8 % 15.4 % 19.8 % 20.1 %

Interest expense (income) 2          0          0          2          0          1          -       -       2          -       -       -       -       -       -       

Other expense (income) 1          0          1          1          -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       

Pretax income 627       1,008    1,256    1,172    198       202       362       183       944       197       199       364       182       943       974       

Income Taxes 230       346       375       335       42        42        76        38        198       41        42        77        38        198       204       

Tax rate 36.6 % 34.4 % 29.8 % 28.5 % 21.1% 20.7% 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 %

Net Income 398       661       881       838       156       160       286       144       747       156       157       288       144       745       769       

Growth 141 % 66 % 33 % (5)% (10)% (17)% (3)% (19)% (11)% (0)% (2)% 1 % (0)% (0)% 3 %

Margin 18.2 % 20.0 % 20.2 % 17.8 % 15.8 % 14.7 % 21.1 % 12.8 % 16.4 % 15.1 % 14.0 % 20.3 % 12.1 % 15.7 % 15.8 %

Diluted EPS 1.97$    3.22$    4.28$    4.43$    0.88$    0.95$    1.71$    0.87$    4.41$    0.94$    0.95$    1.74$    0.87$    4.50$    4.65$    

Growth 127 % 63 % 33 % 3 % 1 % (5)% 8 % (11)% (0)% 6 % 0 % 1 % (0)% 2 % 3 %

Diluted share count 201.5    205.6    205.8    189.2    176.6    168.8    166.7    165.6    169.4    165.6    165.6    165.6    165.6    165.6    165.6    

Growth 6 % 2 % 0 % (8)% (12)% (12)% (10)% (8)% (10)% (6)% (2)% (1)% —    % (2)% —    %
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PVH Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 
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VFC Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 
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RL Income Statement 

Source: Company reports, EvercoreISI estimates 
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Evercore ISI generally prohibits analysts, associates and members of their households from maintaining a financial interest in the securities
of any company in the analyst’s area of coverage. Any exception to this policy requires specific approval by a member of our Compliance
Department. Such ownership is subject to compliance with applicable regulations and disclosure. Evercore ISI also prohibits analysts, associates
and members of their households from serving as an officer, director, advisory board member or employee of any company that the analyst
covers.

This report may include a Tactical Call, which describes a near-term event or catalyst affecting the subject company or the market overall and
which is expected to have a short-term price impact on the equity shares of the subject company. This Tactical Call is separate from the analyst’s
long-term recommendation (Buy, Hold or Sell) that reflects a stock’s forward 12-month expected return, is not a formal rating and may differ from
the target prices and recommendations reflected in the analyst’s long-term view.

Applicable current disclosures regarding the subject companies covered in this report are available at the offices of Evercore ISI, and
can be obtained by writing to Evercore Group LLC, Attn. Compliance, 666 Fifth Avenue, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10103.

Evercore Partners and its affiliates, and / or their respective directors, officers, members and employees, may have, or have had, interests or
qualified holdings on issuers mentioned in this report. Evercore Partners and its affiliates may have, or have had, business relationships with the
companies mentioned in this report..

Additional information on securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report is available upon request.

Ratings Definitions

Current Ratings Definition

Evercore ISI’s recommendations are based on a stock’s total forecasted return over the next 12 months. Total forecasted return is equal to the
expected percentage price return plus gross dividend yield. We divide our stocks under coverage into three ratings categories, with the following
return guidelines:

Buy – the total forecasted return is expected to be greater than 10%
Hold – the total forecasted return is expected to be greater than or equal to 0% and less than or equal to 10%
Sell – the total forecasted return is expected to be less than 0%
Coverage Suspended – the rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Evercore ISI policy when Evercore is acting in an advisory
capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company and in certain other circumstances.*
Rating Suspended - Evercore ISI has suspended the rating and target price for this stock because there is not sufficient fundamental basis for
determining, or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, a rating or target price. The previous rating and target price, if
any, are no longer in effect for this company and should not be relied upon.*

* Prior to October 10, 2015, the "Coverage Suspended" and "Rating Suspended" categories were included in the category "Suspended".

Historical Ratings Definitions

On October 31, 2014, Evercore Partners acquired International Strategy & Investment Group LLC ("ISI Group") and ISI UK (the "Acquisition") and
transferred Evercore Group's research, sales and trading businesses to ISI Group. On December 31, 2015, the combined research, sales and
trading businesses were transferred back to Evercore Group in an internal reorganization. Since the Acquisition, the combined research, sales
and trading businesses have operated under the global marketing brand name Evercore ISI.

ISI Group and ISI UK:

Prior to October 10, 2014, the ratings system of ISI Group LLC and ISI UK which was based on a 12-month risk adjusted total return:

Strong Buy - Return > 20%
Buy - Return 10% to 20%
Neutral - Return 0% to 10%
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Cautious - Return -10% to 0%
Sell - Return < -10%

For disclosure purposes, ISI Group and ISI UK ratings were viewed as follows: Strong Buy and Buy equate to Buy, Neutral equates to Hold, and
Cautious and Sell equate to Sell.

Evercore Group:

Prior to October 10, 2014, the rating system of Evercore Group was based on a stock’s expected total return relative to the analyst’s coverage
universe over the following 12 months. Stocks under coverage were divided into three categories:

Overweight – the stock is expected to outperform the average total return of the analyst’s coverage universe over the next 12 months.
Equal-Weight – the stock is expected to perform in line with the average total return of the analyst’s coverage universe over the next 12 months.
Underweight – the stock is expected to underperform the average total return of the analyst’s coverage universe over the next 12 months.
Suspended – the company rating, target price and earnings estimates have been temporarily suspended.

For disclosure purposes, Evercore Group’s prior “Overweight,” “Equal-Weight” and “Underweight” ratings were viewed as “Buy,” “Hold” and “Sell,”
respectively.

Ratings Definitions for Portfolio-Based Coverage

Evercore ISI utilizes an alternate rating system for companies covered by analysts who use a model portfolio-based approach to determine a
company’s investment recommendation. Covered companies are included or not included as holdings in the analyst’s Model Portfolio, and have
the following ratings:

Long – the stock is a positive holding in the model portfolio; the total forecasted return is expected to be greater than 0%.
Short – the stock is a negative holding in the model portfolio; the total forecasted return is expected to be less than 0%.

No Position – the stock is not included in the model portfolio.

Coverage Suspended – the rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Evercore ISI policy when Evercore is acting in an advisory
capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company, and in certain other circumstances; a stock in the model portfolio is removed.

Rating Suspended - Evercore ISI has suspended the rating and target price for this stock because there is not sufficient fundamental basis for
determining, or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, a rating or target price. The previous rating and target price, if
any, are no longer in effect for this company and should not be relied upon; a stock in the model portfolio is removed.

Stocks included in the model portfolio will be weighted from 0 to 100% for Long and 0 to -100% for Short. A stock’s weight in the portfolio reflects
the analyst’s degree of conviction in the stock’s rating relative to other stocks in the portfolio. The model portfolio may also include a cash
component. At any given time the aggregate weight of the stocks included in the portfolio and the cash component must equal 100%.

Stocks assigned ratings under the alternative model portfolio-based coverage system cannot also be rated by Evercore ISI’s Current Ratings
definitions of Buy, Hold and Sell. However, for the purposes of ratings distribution disclosure only (below), FINRA requires members who use a
ratings system with terms different than “Buy,” “Hold/Neutral” and “Sell,” to equate their own ratings to these categories. For this purpose, our
Long, No Position and Short ratings can be equated to Buy, Hold and Sell respectively.

Evercore ISI ratings distribution (as of 02/01/2017)

Coverage Universe Investment Banking Services / Past 12 Months

Ratings Count Pct. Rating Count Pct.

Buy 339 51% Buy 53 16%
Hold 275 41% Hold 15 5%
Sell 26 4% Sell 1 4%
Coverage Suspended 15 2% Coverage Suspended 1 7%
Rating Suspended 8 1% Rating Suspended 1 12%

Issuer-Specific Disclosures (as of February 1, 2017)

Evercore ISI or an affiliate expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from these subject companies
Coach Inc. and Michael Kors Holdings Limited within the next three months.
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General Disclosures
This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction. The information and opinions in this
report were prepared by registered employees of Evercore ISI. The information herein is believed by Evercore ISI to be reliable and has been
obtained from public sources believed to be reliable, but Evercore ISI makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information. Opinions, estimates and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of Evercore and are subject to change without notice. In addition, opinions, estimates and projections in this
report may differ from or be contrary to those expressed by other business areas or groups of Evercore and its affiliates. Evercore ISI has no
obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. Facts and views in Evercore ISI research reports
and notes have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Evercore affiliates or business areas,
including investment banking personnel.

Evercore ISI does not provide individually tailored investment advice in research reports. This report has been prepared without regard to the
particular investments and circumstances of the recipient. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not suitable for all investors
and investors must make their own investment decisions using their own independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their
specific financial situations and investment objectives. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this report, or recommended or
offered by Evercore ISI, are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and are not deposits of or other obligations of any insured
depository institution. If a financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor’s currency, a change in exchange rates may
adversely affect the price or value of, or the income derived from the financial instrument, and such investor effectively assumes such currency
risk. In addition, income from an investment may fluctuate and the price or value of financial instruments described in this report, either directly or
indirectly, may rise or fall. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is
not necessarily indicative of future performance.

Evercore ISI salespeople, traders and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that
reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management affiliates and investing businesses may make
investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.
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Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This report is provided to Evercore ISI clients and may not be redistributed,
retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written consent of Evercore ISI. Receipt and review
of this research report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion or
information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates or target prices) without first obtaining express
permission from Evercore ISI.

This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be
contrary to local law or regulation.

For investors in the UK: In making this report available, Evercore makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or
investments whatsoever and you should neither rely or act upon, directly or indirectly, any of the information contained in this report in respect of
any such investment activity. This report is being directed at or distributed to, (a) persons who fall within the definition of Investment Professionals
(set out in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”)); (b) persons falling within
the definition of high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc. (set out in Article 49(2) of the Order); (c) other persons to whom it
may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This report must not be acted on or
relied on by persons who are not relevant persons.

In compliance with the European Securities and Markets Authority's Market Abuse Regulation, a list of all Evercore ISI recommendations
disseminated in the preceding 12 months for the subject companies herein, may be found at the following site: https://evercore.bluematrix.com/
sellside/MAR.action.
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